Nanoparticle assembly enables the synthesis of multiple complex nanoscale structures, but future investigation and application of these materials requires new processing methods to control micro- and macroscopic structure as well.

In the past few decades, nanoparticle (NP) self-assembly has advanced to the point that NP superlattice crystallization can be envisioned as a viable method for the fabrication of functional devices and technologies.1−3 As with any new material whose synthetic methods are sufficiently developed, multiple questions now arise that must be addressed to progress the field. The two questions for the next phase in NP assembly research most commonly found in the current literature (either implicitly or explicitly) could arguably be stated as “What new properties do these materials have?” and “What are these superlattices good for?”4−6 Certainly, these are critical questions to transition NP superlattices from benchtop curiosities to useful materials. However, we run the risk of falling victim to a key blind spot in the standard materials development paradigm if we assume that the identification of properties and applications for these superlattices is the only hurdle remaining in their development. Specifically, advancing a material from its initial synthesis or discovery to its use in a functional application requires us to also answer the question of “How do we process these materials into a useful form?”7,8 Future research efforts with NP-based materials are going to rely on the ability to produce them in the right geometric configuration, as structure control beyond just nanoscale ordering is important in enabling both fundamental investigations of structure−property relationships and application in useful devices. Ultimately, the amount of impact NP superlattices will have in advancing both science and engineering depends on how well we can control their hierarchical structures beyond just their initial assembly.

Macrosopic structure control (e.g., mm-scale or larger) has obvious implications for the utility of NP superlattices, as the final form factor of the device or technological component dictates both how much material is needed and what its overall shape needs to be. Processing the superlattices in a manner that does not disrupt all of the hard work spent making beautiful crystalline geometries is not necessarily a simple task, though, as most common material processing techniques designed for atomic, molecular, and macromolecular systems are not always compatible with the typically mild conditions used to form well-ordered NP arrays. Namely, 2D films and coatings from particle assembly can already be developed on the centimeter-scale or potentially larger,5−9,13 but truly 3D macroscopic objects made via NP self-assembly that preserve nanoscale ordering are more rare.14−17 Moreover, even in assembly methods capable of generating objects with at least some macroscopic dimension, manipulation of material microstructure is still underdeveloped. Microstructural features are key design factors used to control the characteristics and behavior of bulk atomic or molecular materials including mechanical (hardness, toughness, ductility), chemical (corrosion and etching, transport), and optical (light reflection and scattering) properties.7,13,17 Understanding how factors like defects, grain sizes, or crystal texture in NP superlattices affect their performance is thus another critical area of investigation that is enabled by innovations in processing science.

So how do we establish processing methods for these NP superlattices to manipulate both micro- and macroscopic structure (without sacrificing nanoscale organization), and what are the key aspects of our various NP assembly techniques that we need to improve upon to enable such research? One of the obvious criteria for any processable NP superlattice is the ability to produce materials at an appropriate scale that the given processing technique being examined is physically feasible. This does not necessarily mean that we need to produce superlattice-based materials at the same tonnage as conventional bulk metals, ceramics, and polymers, but the amount of material has to match the form factor and scale of the proposed processing methods and applications. NP superlattice thin film architectures or micron-sized crystallites are valuable for 2D coatings or...
components of microdevices (and many fantastic and promising examples of devices built from these assemblies are already beginning to emerge\textsuperscript{2,11,15}), but other, larger geometries would expand the types of scientific investigations into properties or performance that we could conduct. Molding, pressing, extruding, or even additive manufacturing techniques to make macroscopic 3D objects become much more viable when the NPs can both be synthesized and assembled in large quantities.\textsuperscript{14,20} Moreover, an important lesson we can learn from bulk materials processing is that a wider variety of available processing methods significantly improves our ability to control microstructural features like grain sizes or crystal texture in polycrystalline NP superlattices.\textsuperscript{14,21,22} It will therefore be advantageous to develop NP assembly methods that are amenable to as many different processing techniques as possible.

Progression in this research area requires us to think carefully about the composition of the NPs we choose to synthesize and assemble and to coordinate our efforts with those of chemists, materials scientists, and engineers in related areas that enable large batch fabrication of the NP building blocks we will need. It also requires that we think about methods to integrate our assemblies with other material types, as the use of NP superlattices as additives to traditional bulk materials is a key opportunity to extend their utility. Embedding, mixing, coating, or otherwise incorporating ordered NP arrays as small but active fractions of a much larger and more inherently scalable material would significantly increase our ability to take advantage of the optical, chemical, magnetic, and other properties exhibited by precisely organized particle lattices.\textsuperscript{10,11,17,23,24}

It is also important to realize that scaling up is more than just “making more” of a material. As noted above, materials that can be shaped or molded into larger objects provide significant opportunities to ask questions about how structural features at those larger length scales influence the properties of a material, such as how grain size affects mechanical deformation or transport behavior (two areas well-known to have major impact on the properties of polycrystalline atomic solids).\textsuperscript{18} The ability to hierarchically organize materials across the nano-, micro-, and macroscopic length scales also allows for the concept of “systems” development of materials, where factors like macroscopic interfaces, boundary conditions, and the collective behavior of multiple organized units can feed back to influence the behavior of individual building blocks.\textsuperscript{4,25,26} This mode of using integrated design features across \textasciitilde{}10^9 differences in size is a crucial aspect of biological materials and living organisms that enables their hierarchical structures, and assembling NP superlattices at the same macroscopic scale would offer the exciting opportunity to mimic such complexity.

The field of NP assembly has expanded significantly in the past few decades to the point that we can make hundreds of different superlattices with control over their composition, crystal symmetry, and lattice parameters.\textsuperscript{27–31} Research is now beginning on the next stages of the materials development life cycle, examining the types of properties that we can generate and inventing new functions for these materials in next-generation technologies. However, it is critical that we do not assume that our mastery of NP crystallization means that we are done exploring the area of materials formation and structure control or that the only challenge remaining is figuring out what the materials that we have made are good for. Structure–property relationship development is certainly a key aspect of advancing the field, but there is still much left to investigate in processing and integration of these materials into different micro- and macroscopic forms. It is essential to research those aspects of material synthesis with the same fervor that drove the development of new superlattice crystal structures over the past few decades. Indeed, now that we have this level of sophistication in synthesizing different NP-based crystals, the next important steps for this area of nanotechnology research paradoxically lie at size regimes well beyond the 1–100 nm length scale, by establishing methods to hierarchically organize solids with precisely designed and intentionally fabricated microstructural features and macroscopic forms. More simply, the future of NP assembly as a materials development tool is in “thinking bigger”.
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